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Abstract 
 
Modelling of Ice Throws from Wind Turbines 
Joakim Renström 
 
As the wind energy sector expands into areas with colder climate, the problem with ice throw will 
increase. Due to a rotor diameter of more than 120 meters for a typical modern turbine with an effect of 
3.3 MW, the separated ice fragment will get a high initial velocity, and therefore, they will also be 
thrown a long distance. Ice throw might therefore be a large safety risk for the people, who are staying 
in surrounding areas to wind turbines. 

A ballistic ice throw model has been developed to be able to investigate how far the ice fragments 
can be thrown from a wind turbine. The work was divided into two parts, one sensitivity analysis and 
one real case study. In the sensitivity analysis, the influence of eight important parameters was 
investigated. The results from this part show that changes in the parameters initial radius and angle 
position, and mass and shape of the ice fragments have a significant influence on the throwing distance 
both lateral and downwind. The wind speed has only a significant influence on the downwind throwing 
distance, but this is quite large. A maximum throwing distance of 239 meters downwind the wind turbine 
was achieved with U=20 m/s, r=55 m and θ=45°. While including the lift force, a maximum downwind 
distance of 350 meter was achieved. However, the uncertainties about the shape of the ice fragment 
make these results quite uncertain. 

In the real case study, ice throws were simulated by letting the ice throw model run with modeled 
meteorological data for a wind farm in northern Sweden. The wind farm consists of 60 wind turbines, 
and the probability for that an ice fragment will land in a square of 1*1m was calculated around each 
turbine. To be able to calculate this probability, a Monte Carlo analysis was necessary in which a large 
number of ice fragments were separated. The result shows a large correlation between the landing 
positions of the ice fragments and the wind direction. Due to the fact that the wind farm is located in a 
complex terrain, the shape and density of the probability field vary among different parts of the farm. 
Especially in the southern part of the wind farm, the probability field will have the highest density and 
largest extension to the northeast of the turbines due to a prevailing wind direction during ice throw 
events from southwest. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 
Modellering av iskast från vindkraftverk 
Joakim Renström 
 
När vindkraftssektorn expanderar till områden med ett kallare klimat, kommer problemet med nedisade 
vindkraftverk och iskast att öka. Moderna vindkraftverk kan ha en typisk effekt på 3.3 MW och en 
rotordiameter på över 120 meter, vilket resulterar i att de ivägkastade isbitarna skulle kunna få en 
initialhastighet på 90 m/s. Det skulle även resultera i att isbitarna kastas iväg en lång sträcka från kraft-
verket, vilket i kombination med den höga initialhastigheten skulle kunna bli en stor säkerhetsrisk för 
de personer som vistas i områdena närmast runt vindkraftverken. 

En ballistisk iskastmodell utvecklades för att beräkna hur långt från vindkraftverket isbitarna kan 
kastas. Arbetet delades upp i två delar, en känslighetsanalys och en verklig fallstudie. I känslig-
hetsanalysen undersöktes åtta viktiga parametrars inflytande på iskastet. Resultatet från den visar på att 
ändringar i parametrarna isbitens massa och form samt seperations positionen på bladet och bladets 
vinkel hade störst inverkan på kastlängden. En maximal kastlängd nedströms vindkraftverket på 239 
meter erhölls för U=20m/s, θ=45° och r=55m. När lyftkraften inkluderades ökade kastlängden 
nedströms till 350 meter, dock är osäkerheten i isbitarnas form stor, vilket gör dessa resultat osäkra. 

I den verkliga fallstudien simulerades iskast genom att iskastmodellen kördes med modellerad 
meteorologisk data från en vindkraftspark i norra Sverige. Vindkraftsparken innehöll 60 turbiner och 
sannolikheten för att en isbit ska landa i en ruta på 1*1m beräknades runt varje turbin. För att kunna 
beräkna sannolikheten användes en Monte Carlo analys där ett stort antal isbitar skickades iväg. 
Resultatet visade på att korrelationen var stor mellan sannolikheten för att en isbit ska landa i en ruta på 
1 m² och vindriktningen. Eftersom vindkraftsparken var belägen i ett område med en komplex terräng 
varierade formen och intensiteten på sannolikhetsområdena mellan olika delar av parken. Speciellt i 
parkens södra del är sannolikhetsområdet för vindkraftsverken mer utbrett i nordostlig riktning på grund 
av att sydvästliga vindar ar vanligast då iskast förekommer. 
 
Nyckelord: Iskast, nedisning, vindkraftverk, ballistik modell 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background
As with other structures, for example mobile masts and power lines, icing can also occur on wind turbines, 

both stationary and operating ones. The major problems with icing on wind turbines are production loss, 

mechanical failure and ice throw (Parent, 2010). There are no differences on either the structure or forming 

process of the ice between a stationary wind turbine and for example a mobile mast. The ice can fall off from

stationary structures because of wind or thaw conditions and then the ice fragment can be transported further 

downwind by the wind before it hit the ground. 

Unlike stationary wind turbines, icing on rotating turbines is of a more complex nature. On these, more ice 

will form towards the tip of the blade because the ice accretion process depends on the relative velocity of 

the air (Rindeskär, 2010). In contrast to the falling ice fragments from buildings and masts which normally 

start at rest, the detached ice from a rotating wind turbine will have some initial velocity. As wind turbines 

have continued to grow in its size throughout the past years, this initial velocity has also increased. Currently,

the largest land based wind turbines can have an effect of 7.5 MW and a rotor diameter of 124 meters. 

Because of their corresponding rotation velocity of 14 rpm, the ice fragments that separate from the tip of the

blade will have an initial velocity of approximately 90 m/s (Vestas, 2015). It is easy then to understand that 

the ice fragments can be thrown far away from the wind turbine, and this combined with the high velocity 

could be a large safety risk. During a field study performed by Cattin et al (2007) in the Swiss Alps, ice 

fragments were found with a mass of up to 1 kg at a distance of more than 100 meter from the wind turbine. 

These flying objects might therefore be a safety risk for the people who are staying in areas close to wind 

turbines. Being hit by such a fragment will, most likely results in serious injury or death.

Due to interfering factors from wind turbines like shadows and noise, many municipalities in 

Sweden are using a minimum safety distance to the nearest habitation of 6 to 10 times the rotor diameter 

(Vindlov, 2012). Therefore, maintenance workers are most exposed to ice throw due to the fact that other 

people oftentimes avoid staying in the areas around wind turbines. The separated ice fragments from wind 

turbines can in extreme cases reach public roads because they can be thrown longer than the total height 

which is used as a minimum safety distance in Sweden (Vindlov, 2012).  

To prevent icing on wind turbines, many de-icing and anti-icing systems exist, but these are not 

included as the standard equipment for wind turbines from the main manufacturers such as Vestas, Enercon 

and Siemens. Even if a wind turbine is supplied with a deicing system, this only removes the ice when it 

already exists on the blades, however, not prevent it from being form. This means that ice throw can also 

occur with an installed deicing system. However, anti-icing systems work to prevent ice from building at the 

wind turbine blade but this still remains as an area of research. If the anti-icing system works properly, it 

might be able to prevent both ice throw and icing. It is however hard to find an anti-icing system that can 

work properly in all conditions (Winterwind, 2013).
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1.2 Previous research 
Ice throw is a rather unexplored area with many gaps of knowledge. One common way to express the 

throwing distance is to use equation (1) which was introduced by Seifert et al, (2003).

d=1.5⋅(D+H ) ,  (1)

where d is the throwing distance, D the rotor diameter and H the hub height. The major drawback of this 

equation is that the throwing distance will be independent of the wind. The probability area for ice throw 

while using this method will be circular and larger than in reality, therefore, this can be seen like a worst case

scenario. Therefore, some previous studies based on ballistic models have been conducted by Biswas (2011),

Collin (1998), LeBlanc (2007) and Montgomerie (2014). The first two did a sensitivity analysis of the 

influence of different parameters like initial radius and angular position and the mass of the ice fragment. 

The study by Biswas (2011) introduced a method to express possible lift and Collin (1998) introduced a 

method to express the slingshot effect. However, the slingshot effect was not investigated in this study. 

The studies by LeBlanc (2007) and Montgomerie (2014) calculated the probability to be hit by an ice

fragment with a Monte Carlo analysis, where a large number of ice fragments were separated. The problem 

here is the lack of knowledge about the initial radial and angular position on the wind turbine blade and the 

mass and shape of the ice fragment. Until now, only one field study is available about ice throw and this is 

Cattin et al (2007). Here ice throw was investigated around an Enercon E-40 turbine in Gütch in the Swiss 

Alps. This wind turbine with a hub height of 50 meters and rotor diameter of 40 meters is relatively small 

compared with a typical modern 3.5 MW turbine.

1.3 Objectives
The aim of this study was to develop an ice throw model, which was based on real physics and using real 

meteorology as input. The project was divided into two parts, one sensitivity analysis of the model and one 

real case study. In the sensitivity analysis, the influence on the throwing distance from important parameters 

was investigated. The aim with the real case study was to calculate the probability of an ice fragment to land 

in a specific 1 m² square during events with ice throw. This was calculated for a wind farm with 60 turbines 

in northern Sweden, by letting the ice throw model run with the input of modeled meteorological data from 

the site.
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2. Ice on wind turbines
Ice on wind turbines can be formed in different ways depending on the meteorological conditions and 

whether the turbines are rotating or not. However, the necessary conditions are humid air with a temperature 

below freezing, which contains many supercooled water droplets (Rindeskär, 2010). These conditions are 

often met when an air mass has traveled a long path over sea where it can collect humidity from the water. In

northern Sweden, these conditions are most often satisfied when the wind blows from south, due to the fact 

that milder air can contain more humidity than cold. Because of the Bothnian bay, humid air can also be 

transported to northern Sweden with winds from between east and south (Ronsten, 2004) and (Rindeskär, 

2010). 

Previous studies about ice formation on wind turbines like Lacroix et al, (2000) and Rindeskär (2010) have 

shown that three main ice types can form on wind turbines, which are glaze, rime and wet snow. These three 

ice types were formed during different meteorological conditions and have different properties. 

2.1 Glaze

Glaze forms when liquid precipitation strikes a surface when the temperature is below the freezing point. At 

this moment, it freezes to ice, which type is transparent, hard and attaches to the surface rather well (Lacroix 

et al, 2000). The ice distribution is however not homogeneous due to the fact that the accretion rate depends 

on wind speed, precipitation rate and temperature. The most common temperature range to form glaze is 0 to 

-10°C, and its average density is about 900 kg/m³ (Rindeskär, 2010). During conditions with glaze, 

temperature inversions are common in the lowest hundred meters of the boundary layer. The precipitation 

can then melt to liquid at some hundred meters height, to later on become supercooled close to the ground. 

The supercooled water droplets can then easily form ice on the structures they land on, e.g. wind turbines 

(Cattin, 2012).

2.2 Rime

Rime occurs when a surface below the freezing point is exposed to supercooled cloud droplets. The shape 

and density of rime are dependent on the temperature. During periods with low temperatures, the rime ice 

will have a higher density, due to the fact that the supercooled droplets are usually smaller then. The ice 

accretion rate depends on the wind speed, liquid water content (LWC), droplet size distribution and air 

temperature. Rime tends to be formed on the windward side of an object, which will cause an imbalance in 

the load of structures like masts. However, on an operating wind turbine blade, the rime tends to build up 

quiet symmetrically among the three different blades, but most of it will be formed at the leading edge. One 

of the main reasons why most ice forms on the leading edge is because of an aerodynamically created low 

pressure region, which corresponds to lower temperature according to the ideal gas law and Bernoullis law 

(Montgomerie, 2014). However, the ice distribution is not even at the leading edge, due to the ice accretion 

rate tends to be largest at the tip, since the higher tangential velocity of the blade. The tip will also sweep a 

larger area, which makes it possible to collect more supercooled water droplets there than on the inner parts 
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of the blades (Rindeskär, 2010). 

The average density for rime is about 600 kg/m³, but it can vary in a range between 300 – 900 kg/m³ 

depending on if the type is soft or hard (Rindeskär, 2010). Wind turbines can operate in cloud during more 

conditions than fog, as it is possible for the tip of the blade to reach up to 200 meters above the surface. This 

height can especially in highland areas be above the cloud base, which makes these locations more exposed 

to rime than lowlands for an example. As higher wind speeds are more common at high altitudes, this is 

another reason why these areas are quite common for icing, because the ice accretion depends on the wind 

speed (Ronsten, 2004). Therefore, the windward side of a mountain ridge is most exposed to rime, since 

humid air has to be lifted there, which would be a benefit for cloud formation.

2.3 Wet snow

Wet snow forms if snow with a high water content falls during air temperature conditions of just above the 

freezing point. The snow will then adhere at the surfaces it lands on, due to its partly liquid content. If the 

temperature later on decreases to below the freezing point during a clear up after a cold front passage for an 

example, the wet snow can then freeze to ice on the wind turbines and other structures it is attached to. The 

average density for wet snow is about 450 kg/m³ (Rindeskär, 2010). 
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3. Ice throw model
The principle of the ice throw model, which was developed here, was based on the theory from Biswas 

(2011). The physics was formulated in two ways, one only based on drag and gravity and the second one 

based on drag, gravity and lift. The shape of the ice fragment was used to determine which of these two ways

the physics will be described in. 

3.1 Drag and gravity
If the ice fragments were assumed to be compact, only two forces were assumed to work on them after 

separation from the wind turbine blade, which were gravity and aerodynamic drag. The gravity force always 

works in the downward direction and the drag in the opposite direction as the velocity of the ice fragment 

relative to air. The definition of these two forces is shown in equation (2) and (3).

Gravity force: Fg=−mg                                                                                                        (2)

Aerodynamic drag: FD=−CD⋅ρ⋅A⋅V 2                                                                                (3)

l=
3√ m
ρice

,                                                                              (4)

where m is the mass of the ice fragment, g is the egravitational acceleration for the earth, CD is the drag 

coefficient, A is the cross sectional area of the ice fragment, ρ is the air density and V  is the velocity relative 

to air of the ice fragment. The ice fragments were assumed to have a shape like a cube with the sides [l], and 

therefore, the cross sectional area will be expressed as a square with the sides l [ A=l² m²]. Equation (4) 

shows the definition of the side [l], which depends on both the mass and density of the ice fragments 

(Biswas, 2011).

The following set of Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE), which consists of equation (5) x - 

direction, (6) y – direction and (7) z direction will be received if the gravity and aerodynamic drag are 

inserted in the Newton's second law ( ∑ F=m⋅a ). 

m⋅
d ² x

dt ²
=−

1
2
⋅ρ⋅CD⋅A⋅(

dx
dt

−U )⋅|V|                                                                            (5)

m⋅
d ² y

dt ²
=−

1
2
⋅ρ⋅CD⋅A⋅(

dy
dt

)⋅|V|                                                                                          (6)
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m⋅
d ² z

dt ²
=−m⋅g−

1
2
⋅ρ⋅C D⋅A⋅(

dz
dt

)⋅|V|  (7)

|V|=√(
dx
dt

−U )
2

+(
dy
dt

)
2

+(
dz
dt

)
2

,  (8)

where U is the wind speed at the height z above the surface. 

To define the position, speed, and acceleration of the ice fragments, a Cartesian coordinate system was used, 

in which x was the downwind, y the lateral and z the vertical direction. Equation (5), (6) and (7) describe the 

motion in 3 dimensions [x,y,z], and equation (8) describes the definition of the relative wind speed. The 

initial position at the wind turbine blade of the ice fragment [r] was another important parameter in the 

model, as it is used to express the initial conditions, see Table 1. r was defined as the radial distance between 

the ice fragment and the turbine hub. Also the angle between the wind turbine blade and the horizontal plane 

[θ] is needed to be able to express the initial conditions, see Table 1. Table 1 shows the six main initial 

conditions of the ice fragment which are x0, y0, z0, vx0, vy0 and vz0. 

Table 1. The initial conditions for the ice fragment which were used in the ice throw model. 

Parameter Initial condition

x0 0

y0 r⋅cos (θ)

z0 r⋅sin (θ)

vx0 0

vy0 −r⋅ω⋅sin(θ)

vz0 r⋅ω⋅cos (θ)

The initial velocity of the ice fragments is equal to the tangential one of the wind turbine blade v(r) at a 

distance r from the hub. In Table 1, ω is the angular velocity of the turbine blade given in revolution per 

minute (rpm) (Biswas, 2011)

One easy way to vary the wind speed with height in the lowest hundred meters of the boundary layer 

is to implement the logarithm wind law in the model. The major drawback in this method to describe the 

wind profile is the difficulty to measure both the friction velocity and the stability parameter (The 

Meteorological Resource Center, 2002). The ice throw model used the simplification to assume a neutral 

stratification, which made it possible to ignore the stability parameter term. Equation 9 shows the logarithm 

wind law for neutral stratification, where u* is the friction velocity and z0 the roughness length (The 

Meteorological Resource Center, 2002).

U (z )=u*⋅(ln(
z
z0

))  (9)
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3.2 Lift force 
In chapter 3.1, all ice fragments were assumed to have a compact shape, which made it possible to easily 

ignore the lift force because of its little impact compared with the drag (Biswas, 2011). However, because the

ice accretion on wind turbine blades normally forms thin sheets of ice, it is not uncommon to have detached 

ice fragments with a more plate like shape, which are mentioned as plate like in this study. Most previous 

studies about ice throw have ignored the lift force due to the assumption that the shape of the ice fragments 

can be assumed as compact. But, the Biswas study contains one part in which the lift force was included.

After that the ice fragment has been separated from the blade in this case, the gravity and 

aerodynamic drag will work in the same direction as they did in chapter 3.1. The lift force will work in the 

direction perpendicular to the relative motion (Nasa, 2014). Here one assumption is that the ice fragments 

always have an orientation of 45 ° in comparison to the relative wind speed, which will maximizes the lift 

(Biswas, 2011). The equations of motion were also here derived from Newton's second law ( ∑ F=m⋅a

), which gave the following sets of ODE consisting of equation (10) x direction, equation (11) y direction and

equation (12) z direction. 

m⋅
d2 x
dt2 =

FL⋅(|u−U|)

V H

⋅sin(ϕ)−FD

(u−U )

V H

⋅cos(ϕ)                                                       (10)

m⋅
d2 y
dt 2 =

F L⋅v

V H

⋅sin(ϕ)−FD

(u−U )

V H

⋅cos(ϕ)                                                                   (11)

m⋅
d2 z
dt 2 =−m⋅g+FL⋅cos(ϕ)−F D⋅sin(ϕ)                                                                         (12)

FL=
1
2
⋅ρ⋅CL⋅A⋅|V|

2
,                                                                                                           (13)

where FL is the lift force defined by equation (13), u-U the relative velocity component in x direction, v 

relative velocity component in y direction, VH the magnitude of the horizontal velocity component, φ is the 

angle between the horizontal plane and the relative velocity vector V and CL the lift coefficient. The same 

coordinate system was used here as in chapter 3.1. Because the ice fragment is always oriented 45 ° towards 

the relative airflow, this model will simulate a worst case scenario with ideal conditions. The equations of 

motion, which were used in this part were based on the principle from Biswas (2011). Figure 1 shows an x-z 

cross section of an ice fragment with the forces and velocity vectors which are working on it. 

7



Figure 1.  How the ice fragment was oriented in air and which directions the forces (red) and velocity components 
(blue) were working. It is an x-z cross section plot. U is the wind vector. The parameter φ is the angle of attack.

Also in this case, the initial conditions from Table 1 were used, and because the ice fragment has the 

orientation of 45 ° relative to the airflow, the values of both the drag and lift coefficient were here CL= CD=1. 

(Sydney University, 2005). The wind profile was also in this case described by the logarithm wind law, see 

equation 9. 
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4. Sensitivity analysis of the model
When the ice throw model was running, it solved the system of ODE consisting of equation (5), (6) and (7) 

with the fourth order Runge Kutta method in MATLAB with a time step size of 0.2 seconds. 

4.1 General model settings
This sensitivity analysis of the ice throw model has been carried out to investigate how large influence 

important parameters will have on the throwing distance. The investigated parameters were the angle 

between the horizontal plane and the wind turbine blade [θ], the initial radius position [r], mass of the ice 

fragment [m], the wind speed at 100 meters height [U], the drag coefficient [CD], terrain and different ice 

types. All of these were simulated in the ice throw model, which chapter 3.1 described. Also the effects from 

the lift force was investigated to get its possible influence on the throwing distance. This special case used 

the ice throw model described in chapter 3.2.

 Some default values have been set to be able to investigate the influences on the throwing distances 

from changes in all these parameters, see Table 2. The type of wind turbine was a Vestas V110, which was 

chosen as it is a common model in northern Europe. The dimensions of a Vestas V110 wind turbine have 

been taken from Vestas 2014. In all sensitivity studies, the wind turbine was located at position [x=0, y=0] 

and the throwing distances were calculated from this point.

Table 2. The default values for the ice throw model. The dimensions of the wind turbine are for a Vestas V110. Note 
that the lift force is ignored in the default values.

Parameter Default values

θ 45°

r 55m(Vestas 2014)

m 0.5 kg

ρice 900 kg/m³ (hard rime or glaze)

ω 14.5 rpm(Vestas 2014)

CD 1

Terrain Flat terrain was used

ρair 1.25 kg/m³

A 0.0135 m²*

Roughness length [z0] 0.01 m(Hansen, 1993)

Hub height [zh] 125 m 

Wind speed at 100 m [U(z=100)] 10 m/s

*When ρice or m were change also A will be changed due to its mass dependence, see equation (4). 

As described in chapter 3, the logarithm wind law was used to get a vertical wind profile. A value of the 

roughness length has to be assumed, and since wind turbines are often located in open areas, this is set to the 

one for a snow covered flat ground with only a few trees, which is z0=0.001m. The default mass was set to 

0.5 kg which is quite large compared with the result from Cattin et al (2007), but this has been chosen 

because the larger ice fragments are the most dangerous ones. The ice type was set to the one for hard rime 
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θ=0˚

θ=90˚

θ=270
˚

θ=180˚

or glaze as these are common types on wind turbines in Swedish highland areas (Ronsten, 2004). 

4.2 Throw angle (θ)
The throwing distance was investigated for different values of the angle [θ], because this was an important 

parameter to determine the position of the blade, which has a large influence on the initial velocity and 

position of the ice fragment, see Table 1. The moment when θ=0 was assumed to be when the turbine blade 

was ascending and directed parallel to the horizontal plane, see Figure 2b for the different angle positions. θ 

was varied with incremental steps of 45 ° in the interval [0 – 360 °], and the other parameters were set to the 

default values in Table 2. 

The trajectories in the x-y plane of the ice fragments were calculated, and these are shown in Figure 

2a. In Figure 2b, the red arrows show how the initial velocity vectors are directed for θ=0, 90, 180 and 270 °.

This figure shows that the lateral initial velocity component was zero for θ=0° and θ=180°, and therefore, the

ice fragment was only thrown downwind then, see Figure 2b. For all other values of θ, Figure 2a shows that 

the lateral velocity component was largest in the beginning and later on decreased in the path. This will cause

the trajectories to bend more downwind during the throw path. 

Figure 2. 2a.) the throwing trajectories of the ice fragments in the x-y plane for different θ. The wind turbine is located 
in the point x=0 and y=0. b.) the blue curve shows the track of the tip of the wind turbine blade and the red arrows show
the initial velocity vectors for different θ. The graph 2b.) is a look from the windward side. 
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Figure 3. Vertical cross section of the trajectories of the ice fragment for different θ. Graph 3a.) shows a vertical cross 
section in the lateral trajectories looking from the leeward side in the yz - plane and graph 3b.) shows a vertical cross 
section in the downwind trajectories (xz - plane). Other parameters than θ were set to the default values in Table 2. The 
yellow area in the graph 3a.) shows the sweep area of the wind turbine blades and the bold black bar is the wind turbine.
 
The different initial values of θ gave as expected large differences in both the downwind and lateral throwing

distances, which Figure 3a and b show. Figure 3b shows that the longest downwind distance was for θ=45 °, 

and then the ice fragment was thrown 115 meters from the base of the wind turbine. The same graph shows 

that the shortest downwind throwing distance was for θ=225 °, then the ice fragment was only thrown 21 

meter. Figure 3a shows that the longest lateral distance was for θ=315 °, and then the ice fragment was 

thrown 148 meters. The shortest lateral distance was for θ=225 °, and then the wind turbine only threw the 

ice fragment 24 meters. The highest height in the trajectories of the ice fragment was 205 meter, which was 

achieved for θ=45°, see Figure 3a and b. 

Certainly, Figure 3a and b show the lateral and downwind component of the throwing distance, but it

can also be interesting to investigate the magnitude of the throwing distance. This was defined as

magnitude=√(x ²+ y2
) where x and y are the downwind and lateral throwing distances. Also here the 

landing positions were calculated by letting θ vary with incremental steps of 45 °. A spline interpolation was 

used to be able to plot the throwing distances for changes of every degree in θ. Figure 4 shows that the 

farthest landing position from the wind turbine was for about θ=300°, and then the magnitude of the throw 

was 170 meters. At the same time, the lateral distance also reached its maximum value of 155 meters, and 

then, the downwind distance was around 60 meters. The magnitude of the throwing distance was smallest for

θ=220°, then the throwing distance was only 29 meters, see Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The throwing distances of the ice fragments as a function of θ, where blue is the magnitude of the absolute 
value of the throwing distance from the wind turbine, red downwind and green lateral distances. The lines between the 
dotes have been done by a spline interpolation. 

4.3 Initial radial position (r)
The initial radial position of the ice fragment at the wind turbine blade at the moment of separation [r] was 

investigated because it has a large influence on both the initial position and velocity see Table 1. In this 

sensitivity analysis, θ was varied with the same incremental steps of 22.5 ° over the interval [0 – 360 °] as in 

chapter 4.1, to be able to get circular plots. The influence from the radius was investigated for the values 

showed in Table 3. Other parameters than θ and r were set to the default values in Table 2.

Table 3. The values of r that the throwing distances were investigated.

Radial position [m]

r=0

r=10

r=20

r=30

r=40

r=50

r=55
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Figure 5. The throwing distance for different initial radial positions of the ice fragment (r). The plot was done with 
incremental steps in θ of 22.5 °. The other parameters were set to the default values in Table 2. The wind turbine was 
located at the point x=0 and y=0. 

When the ice fragment was separated from the radial position r =0, it has not any tangential velocity, which 

cause a throw only in the downwind direction, and the ice fragment was then reached a distance of 89 meters

downwind, see Figure 5, where this is marked by a blue star. The initial conditions defined in Table 1 show 

that the landing position will be the same for all θ then r=0. For larger r, the throwing distance was further 

away in all directions from the landing point when r=0, see Figure 5. This means a shorter throwing distance 

for the angles [90<θ<270], which gave the shorter ice throws, see Figure 2a. However, the throwing distance 

was longer for the values [270<θ<90], which gave the longer ice throws, see Figure 2a. Both the downwind 

and lateral throwing distance were either increased or decreased for larger r. The maximum downwind 

throwing distance for r=55 meters was 165 meters downwind and 75 meters lateral, see Figure 5.

4.4 The wind speed at 100 meter height (U)
The wind speed at 100 meters height was varied, because it has an influence on the magnitude of the drag 

force. Without the wind, the ice fragments will only be thrown in the lateral direction [y]. The Vestas V110 

turbine has a cut in wind speed of 3 m/s and a cut out wind speed of 20 m/s. These values were assumed to 

define the boundaries of the investigated interval, because the wind turbine will not operate outside this 

(Vestas 2014). Table 4 shows the values of the investigated wind speeds and also in this sensitivity analysis, 

θ was varied with incremental steps of 22.5 ° to get circular plots.
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Table 4. The different wind speeds U(z=100m) that the throwing distances were investigated for. 

U(z=100meter) [m/s]

U=3

U=6

U=9

U=12

U=15

U=18

U=20

The results show that the ice fragments were traveling further downwind when the wind speed at 100 meters 

height increased, see Figure 6. This was valid for all values of θ. When U=20 m/s and θ=45°, the ice 

fragment was thrown 239 meters downwind, which was the maximum distance in that direction in this 

sensitivity analysis about the wind speed.  However, the ice fragment was only thrown 35 meters downwind 

when U=3 m/s and θ=45°. Figure 6 shows that the lateral throwing distance was not affected when U was 

changed. 

Figure 6. Throwing distance for different wind speed at 100 meters [U]. The plot was done by incremental step in θ of 
22.5°. Other parameters were set to the default values in Table 2. The wind turbine was located in the point x=0 and 
y=0.

For safety reasons, it is also important to know how far from a wind turbine at rest an ice fragment will be 

thrown. Then, the throwing distance only depends on the separation height and the wind speed. The 

investigated wind speed interval was here [0 – 30 m/s] and the initial heights were 70 meters (blade point 

downwards), 125 meters (hub height) and 180 meters (blade point upwards). The reason to use a larger wind 

speed interval here than when the wind turbine was operating is to investigate how wind speeds lower than 
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H=70m

H=125m

H=180m

cut in and higher than cut out will affect the throwing distance.

Figure 7 shows how the downwind throwing distance varies for the different wind speeds at 100 

meters height. The picture to the right in Figure 7 shows the three separation positions from the wind turbine,

i.e. the ones described here above. With a wind speed at 100 meters height of 10 m/s, the ice fragment was 

thrown 17 meters, 36 meters and 60 meters downwind for the release heights 70 meters, 125 meters and 180 

meters, see Figure 7. The most extreme case with a wind speed at 100 meters height of 30 m/s and a release 

position from the tip of the blade when it is pointing upward (z=180 meter) gave a downwind throwing 

distance of 215 meters. A spline interpolation was done to get the throwing distance for every 1m/s in Figure 

7.

Figure 7. To the left the downwind throwing distance as a function of the wind speed at 100 meters height when the 
wind turbine was at rest. Three different heights are shown and to the right is a picture of where on the wind turbine the 
three heights are. A linear spline interpolation was done to get the downwind distance for every 1 m/s. 

4.5 Different shapes
Because the ice fragments in reality are generated randomly when they separate from the wind turbine blade,

they can occur in an infinite number of different shapes. The drag coefficient CD is dependent on the shape 

and therefore, the shape has an influence on the throwing distance. Table 5 shows CD for the most common 

shapes, and all of them are possible for an ice fragment. 
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Table 5. Drag coefficient for bodies of different shapes. The values were taken from Sadraey (2009).

CD Characteristic shape

0.5 Sphere, concave side of a hemisphere

1 Cube, circular disk

1.5 No regular shape

2 Plate like normal to the flow

Figure 8 shows that the longest downwind throwing distance was for the largest drag coefficient [CD =2] and 

then, the wind turbine threw the ice fragment 136 meters. The longest lateral throwing distance for the same 

value of CD was 101 meters. With CD = 0.5, the longest downwind distance was 102 meters and the longest 

lateral throw was then 217 meters. The other investigated values of CD have a lateral and downwind throwing

distance somewhere in between these two extreme cases. Therefore, the longest downwind throwing distance

was achieved for large CD, whereas the longest lateral throw was achieved for small CD, see Figure 8. These 

results were expected because the wind blew easier ice fragments further downwind with a high CD.

Figure 8. The throwing distances for different shapes of the ice fragment (CD). The plot was done with incremental 
steps in θ of 22.5°. The wind turbine was located at the point x=0 and y=0.

4.6 Mass of the ice fragment (m)
The mass of the ice fragments was varied, because it of safety reason would be important to know if also the 

large ice fragments can be thrown a long distance. The cross sectional area of the ice fragment will also 

change then, because this is dependent on the mass, see equation (4). The investigated masses were the upper

boundaries for each class in the results from the Cattin et al (2007) study, see Table 6. The maximum mass 
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was set to 2 kg, slightly larger than the maximum one from Cattin study of 1.8 kg. This because larger ice 

fragments than that have been found around wind turbines by maintenance personal (Montgomerie, 2014). 

Table 6. The different mass classes of the ice fragments that the throwing distance was investigated for..

Mass [kg]

0.05

0.1

0.25

0.5

1

2

Figure 9. Throwing distances for different masses of the ice fragment (m). The plot was done with incremental steps in 
θ of 22.5°. Other parameters were set to the default values from Table 2. The wind turbine was located at the point x=0 
and y=0.

The results of this sensitivity study are shown in Figure 9, which shows that small ice fragments were thrown

more downwind than larger ones. The smallest with a mass of 0.05 kg were thrown 139 meters downwind. In

comparison, the heaviest with a mass of 2 kg were thrown 111 meters downwind. On the other hand, the 

larger ice fragments were thrown a longer distance laterally than the smaller ones, see Figure 9. The longest 

ice throw in the lateral direction was 192 meters for the 2-kg ice fragment. The longest ice throw laterally for

the 0.05-kg ice fragment was 100 meters. The main reason for the mass influence on the throwing distance is

because the cross sectional area depends on the mass, more about this in chapter 7.  
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4.7 Different ice types
Chapter 2 said that the most common type of ice on wind turbines were glaze, rime and wet snow. These 

three have different properties and of these, the density was the most important one to investigate. This 

happened because the expression of the cross sectional area is dependent on the ice density. A sensitivity 

analysis was done for different ice densities with incremental step in θ of 22.5 °. The other parameters were 

set to the default values in Table 2. Table 7 shows the densities of these three different ice types

Table 7. The different types of ice and their densities. These densities were taken from Rindeskär (2010).

Ice types Density

Glaze 900 kg/m³

Rime 600 kg/m³

Wet snow 450 kg/m³

The result from this sensitivity analysis did not show any significant difference between the throwing 

distances for these three different ice types. Due to the fact that the differences in the lateral and downwind 

distances was less than 10 meters, no figure about the result is shown here. The cross sectional area A 

depends on the density which equation 4 shows, but the changes in the density is probably too less to get any

significant changes in the cross sectional area [A].  

4.8 Terrain effect. 
All the investigated cases so far have assumed a flat terrain. This type of terrain is in the reality really 

uncommon and therefore, the influence from terrain has to be investigated. Because the wind speed is 

usually higher on hills, it is common to have wind turbines there. Therefore, the terrain effect has been 

investigated for different types of cone shaped surfaces. Equation (15) describes the standard expression for a

cone.

zg=√ x ²− y ²
c ²

 (15)

where zg is the terrain height above the sea level and c is a constant defined as the base cone radius divided 

by the cone height, which corresponds to the tangent of the top angle (Wolfram Mathworld 2015). The 

elevation angle, which is useful when expressing the terrain is given by [90 – top angle/2]. The cone radius r 

was a fix value to the size of the x- grid, which was r=x=500 meters. Therefore, only parameters such as the 

cone height and the elevation angles were varied in this sensitivity analysis. The elevation angle was 

investigated in the interval [0 -20 °] with incremental steps of 5°, see Table 8 in which also the total height 

differences are shown like the parameter Δh. As in the other sensitivity studies, θ was also varying with the 

incremental step of 22.5° to make circular plots. 
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Table 8. The different elevation angles of the terrain (conical surface) and the height differences for a 500 meters 
horizontal distance. 
Elevation angle [˚] Δh [m]

0 0

5 44

10 88

15 134

20 182

Figure 10 shows the throwing distances for the different elevation angles of a conical surface where the 

highest point was at the position of the wind turbine [x=0, y=0]. The differences in the throwing distance 

between different elevation angles tend to be larger in the downwind direction than the lateral. For a flat 

surface, i.e. elevation angle=0°, the maximum downwind throwing distance was 119 meters. For an elevation

angle of 20°, i.e. the maximum slope, the maximum downwind throwing distance was 142 meters. The 

landing position was then 55 meters below the base of the wind turbine. Figure 10 shows that the maximal 

lateral throwing distance was not affected when the elevation angle changed. The explanation to this is found

in the shapes of the x-y trajectories of the ice fragments in which the final velocity vector of the ice fragment 

is mostly downwind, see Figure 2b. However, the lateral throwing distance was slightly shorter when the 

elevation angle increased for [90<θ<270], see Figure 10. It was the opposite for [270<θ<90], where a larger 

elevation angle gave a slightly longer lateral throwing distance, see Figure 10.

Figure 10. The throwing distances for different elevation angles of a conical surface. The plot was done with 
incremental steps in θ of 22.5 ˚ and the other parameters were set to the default values in Table 2. The wind turbine was 
located at the point x=0 and y=0. 
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4.9 The lift force
Because some of the ice fragments were assumed to have a plate like shape, the influence from the lift force 

could not be ignored. Then the ice throw model was using the set of ODE described in chapter 3.2, i.e. 

equations (10), (11) and (12). The value of CL has a major influence on the throwing distance, both 

independently, but also in form of the ratio CL/CD, which expresses the angle of attack (Biswas, 2011). 

Unfortunately the uncertainties in CD and CL are large due to lack of knowledge about the shapes of the ice 

fragments. However, the sensitivity analysis of the lift force was meant to be a worst case scenario of the ice 

throw. Therefore, the case with the largest influence from the lift force was investigated, i.e. when the angle 

of attack was 45 °, which corresponds to CL=CD=1 (Biswas, 2011). The default values were used for the rest 

of the parameters except the area, which was set to 0.04 m² and corresponds to an ice thickness of 0.014 

meters. 

Figure 11 shows the throwing distances for different θ for compact (gravity + drag) and plate like 

(gravity + drag + lift) ice fragments. For θ =0, the longest downwind throwing distance for plate like ice 

fragments was 373 meters. This is almost three times longer than the same for compact ice fragments, see the

difference between the red stars and green line in Figure 11. The shape of all ice throws was not circular as in

the previous cases but it assumed a more arbitrary appearance, see Figure 11. The longest lateral throwing 

distance was also increased for plate like ice fragments. Here it is important to remember that this is a worst 

case scenario, in which the ice fragment was assumed to be oriented with the optimal angle of attack during 

the whole throw. These ideal conditions for long ice throw would not appear in reality, because of possible 

rotation of the ice fragment.

Figure 11. The throwing distance for plate like (red stars) and compact ice fragments (green line). For the plate like, the
lift force was included. The plot was done by letting θ vary with incremental steps of 12.25° for the plate like and 22.5° 
for the compact ice fragments. The wind turbine was located at the point x=0 and y=0. 
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5. Monte carlo analysis
In the sensitivity analysis, the ice fragments were separated from predefined positions in r and θ. The mass 

and shape of the ice fragment were also assumed to be constant or vary between values specified in Table 6 

for the mass and Table 7 for the shape. One further development of the ice throw model was to allow this to 

run with modeled weather data as input. Because no data about the separate position or the mass and shape 

of the ice fragments are available, these have to be expressed from distributions. The aim was to base these 

distributions on real conditions from either physics or earlier field studies. To be able to get significant 

results in a real case study, a large number of ice fragments have to be thrown from the wind turbine. 

Therefore, a Monte carlo analysis has to be done, where the parameters r, m and θ will be randomly 

generated from the distributions derived in chapter 5.1 and 5.2. 

5.1 Mass and shape 
The shape of the ice fragment has a large influence on the drag coefficient, which in turn has a significant 

influence on the throwing distance both downwind and laterally, see Figure 8 for an example. Also the mass 

has a large impact on the ice throw both downwind and laterally, which the results in Figure 9 shows. 

However, field studies about that are limited, but Cattin et al, (2007) has done some measurements about the 

mass of the ice fragments around a wind turbine in Gütsch in the Swiss Alps. 

The aim here was to base a mass distribution on the result from the Cattin study, which later on will 

be able to be used in a real case simulation of ice throws. Table 9 shows the result from the Cattin study, in 

which the masses were divided into four groups in a frequency distribution. As shown in Table 9, 50% of all 

ice fragments was in the group with a mass smaller than 50g. Only 3 % were larger than 500 g, which means 

that the large ice fragments are not that common in ice throw.

 Due to the result from Cattin et al (2007), the mass distribution was here defined as a piecewise 

linear one with points in the higher boundaries of each class in Table 9. The higher limit in the mass 

distribution was set to 2 kg, because the maximum mass found in the Cattin study was 1.8 kg. The red line in

the mass graphs in Figure 13 shows the probability density function for the mass.

Table 9. The typical mass sizes of an ice fragment divided into four groups (Cattin et al, 2007).

Size [g] Frequency [%]

<50 50

50 – 200 30

200 – 500 17

>500 3

Until now no available study exists about the shape of the ice fragment, and therefore, the knowledge is too 

limited to derive a shape distribution. All ice fragments in the real case study were instead assumed to have a 

compact shape, which corresponds to CD=1. 
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5.2 Separation position 
The results in the sensitivity analysis in chapter 4 showed that both the initial radial and angle position have a

large influence on the throwing distance. Therefore, it is of importance to express their distributions in a 

valid way in a real case study. No one has yet done measurement about the ice fragments' separation 

position[θ,r] from the wind turbine blade, which means that this distributions can not be based on earlier 

field studies. Instead, the focus here was to derive these distributions from physical laws. A rotating wind 

turbine blade can be described as a vertical circular motion, and Figure 12 shows one of the blades with an 

ice fragment at the tip. Three forces can be assumed to work on the ice fragment everywhere in this circular 

motion, which are gravity, normal and centrifugal force, see Figure 12 for how these forces work on the ice 

fragment. To be able to keep the ice fragment at the blade, some frictional force was also needed. The gravity

always works downward, the centrifugal in the outward radial direction and the normal force in the same 

direction as the tangential velocity vector of the blade. To be able to easier compare these three forces in 

different parts of the circular motion, these were analyzed in a 2 dimensional Cartesian coordinate system 

where the directions were y (lateral) and z (height). Only the direction of the gravity will then be the same 

everywhere in the circular motion. 

To be able to get the θ distribution, the vertical component of these three forces has to be expressed 

like functions of θ and r. The most favorable throw position in θ for the wind turbine blade would be when 

the sum of the vertical components of these three forces reach its maximum negative value. Equations (16), 

(17) and (18) show the vertical components of these three forces. The normal force will achieve its maximum

downward value for θ=180° and the centrifugal for θ=270°. However, the magnitude of the centrifugal force 

is as shown in equation (16) dependent on r, which cause the most favorable angle to be somewhere in the 

interval [180<θ<270°]. One simplification that was done here was to assume a constant r=55 meter, and then,

the most favorable throw angle will be θ=260°. Because of some delay time between moment of separation 

and when the ice throw starts [dt] caused by the rotation of the blade, the most favorable throw angle will be 

slightly larger than θ=260°. Let's assume dt=0.1 s, which will corresponds to a dθ=10° with ω=14.5 rpm, and

therefore, the most favorable throw angle will be 270°. The θ distribution can be assumed to be a Gaussian 

with the expected value at the most favorable angle, due to the fact that the sum of the forces described by 

equations (16), (17) and (18) will be periodic. The variance in this Gausian distribution has to be quite large 

with a value of σ²=120° to allow a quite large probability for all θ. The red curve in the graph for the θ- 

distribution in Figure 13 shows the probability density function of θ. This way to express the θ distribution 

gave similar results as in the study Montgomerie (2014).
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Figure 12. The forces (red arrows) acting on the ice fragment (yellow rectangle) before the moment of separation from 
the wind turbine blade (blue ellipse). The black arrow shows the rotating direction of the wind turbine blade. 

Equation (16), (17) and (18) show how the components in z – direction are defined for the centrifugal, 

normal and gravity forces. 

FC=m⋅ω
2
⋅r⋅sin(θ)                                                                                                      (16)

FN=m⋅g⋅cos (θ⋅sin(θ))                                                                                              (17)

Fg=−mg                                                                                                                       (18)

The most favorable initial radial position is also derived from a force analysis of the ice fragment in the 

vertical circular motion. But here, only the radial components are investigated. The total force in the radial 

direction can be expressed like equation (19)

∑ F=FCr+Fgr=m⋅ω
2
⋅r⋅sin(θ)−mg⋅sin(θ)                                                          (19)

The sin(θ) factors can be assumed as constant in equation (19), because only the radial dependence is of 

interest here. The total force in the radial direction can be seen like the static friction needed to keep the ice 

fragment at the wind turbine blade. Equation (19) shows that this force has to increase as a linear function of 

r toward the tip of the blade. However, the initial radius position is more complicated than that, because the 

area of the wind turbine blade decreases towards the tip, which gives the ice less probabilities to accreate. 

Therefore, the radial distribution will assume to be linear up to R/2, and then later on be constant up to R, 

which is the total length of the wind turbine blade. Ronsten (2004) showed that the r distribution had a shape 

like that, whereas Montgomerie (2014) did a different assumption with a constant distribution.  
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5.3 Number of ice throws
The number of ice throws will be too few to be able to get significant results in real case study with the 

assumption of only one separated ice fragment per ice throw event. Therefore, the wind turbine has to throw 

many ice fragments each time ice throw conditions occur, to be able to get enough data of the landing 

positions for the results. However, the challenge of setting the number of ice throws [n] is to make the 

distributions for m, r and θ significant, at the same time as the ice throw model keeps a reasonable amount of

computer resources. Montgomerie (2014) and LeBlanc (2007) also used a Monte Carlo analysis with a large 

number of ice throws to get significant results. One difference between this study and theirs is that they did 

not use modeled weather data as input. Therefore, they could only use one ice throw event, which simplifies 

their ice throw models. Because of this, they can allow a larger number of ice throws, which can be seen 

especially in Montgomerie (2014), where a number of 60 million ice throws were used. LeBlanc (2007) did 

however only use a number of 100000 ice throws. 

An analysis of the distributions has been done to be able to see how accurate they will be for n=1000

and n=10000. These results are shown in Figure 13, where the probability for each parameter is presented in 

a histogram. The red lines in the figures are the probability density functions for the distributions, which 

were derived earlier in chapter 5. For all three distributions, Figure 13 shows that the distributions approach 

to the probability density function for a larger number of n. Especially for the angle distribution, the 

differences between 1000 and 10000 ice throws are large. It can therefore be of interest to use the larger 

number of n if the ice throw model will only be running for one wind turbine, because this will get more 

significant results. In the case with the whole wind farm, n=10000 ice throws will use too much computer 

resources, which explains the usage of n=1000. However, radial position and mass distribution are for 

n=1000 similar to the probability density function, and for the angle distribution, the general shape is still 

like the probability density function. Therefore, the usage of n=1000 ice fragments/event can be assumed to 

be good enough for significant results for the wind farm. 
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Figure 13. An accuracy analyses of the distribution in m, r and θ for 1000 and 10000 ice throws presented in 
histograms. The red lines show the probability density functions for each distribution.
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6. Real case study
The ice throw model ran with the input of meteorological data from a wind farm in northern Sweden, and the

parameters m, r and θ were randomly generated by the distributions defined in chapter 5. Other parameters 

except the wind, which was taken from the modeled data, were the same as the values defined in Table 2. 

6.1 The WRF model and model setup
The meteorological data that was used as input to the ice throw model in the real case study was modeled by 

the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF). WRF is a mesoscale weather prediction model, which 

is suitable to model the atmosphere in high resolution. Advance Research WRF (ARW) was the dynamical 

solver which was used here (Skamarock, 2008).

The WRF model used physics schemes, that described the micro physics, surface physics, surface 

layer physics, planetary boundary layer physics and atmospheric radiation physics. The micro physics 

includes explicit resolved water vapor, cloud and precipitation processes. This was described by the 

Thomson scheme, which explicitly predicts mixing ratio of cloud water, cloud ice, snow and graupel. The 

surface layer schemes describes parameters as friction velocity and exchange coefficients that are needed for 

the planetary boundary layer. This was described by the ETA surface layer scheme, which in turn was based 

on the similarity theory about Monin Obukhov. The planetary boundary layer scheme computes the 

tendencies of temperature, moist and horizontal momentum. The atmospheric radiation scheme computes the

long and short wave radiation and takes the cloud and water vapor distribution into account. The rapid 

transfer model scheme (RRTM) was used to describe the long wave processes due to water vapor, ozone and 

carbon dioxide (Skamarock, 2008). 

The model domain is significantly larger than the area of interest to limit the influence of the model 

boundaries in the results. To limit the number of grid points, the model used a technique of nesting, where 

several domains are used with an increasing grid resolution and decreasing geographical coverage. In the 

present study, the horizontal grid resolution in the inner nest was 333 meters.

6.2 The data for a site in northern Sweden
The meteorological data was modeled in WRF by WeatherTech and was from the period 2012-04-30 –2013-

05-01 with a time resolution of 1 hour. The position of the data was a site located in the northern part of 

Sweden. Due to secrecy of the meteorological data, the position can not be expressed more precisely than 

that. The results from the real case study will therefore be an example of how ice throw can be for a wind 

farm with meteorological conditions like the one's in northern Sweden. The Vestas V110 turbine has also 

been chosen to be an example, and this has nothing to do with the actual wind farm. The vertical resolution 

of the data was 12 different levels between 25 and 300 meters. The wind farm has the dimensions of 9*6 

kilometers and consists of 60 wind turbines, which modeled weather data exists for each.  
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6.3 Ice throw condition
To get the number of ice throws from the meteorological data series, some ice throw conditions needs to be 

assumed. The first one is that ice has to exist on the wind turbine blades, and the ice load parameter in the 

data is then of interest. The ice load show theoretically how much ice which can form on a structure at a 

specific height above the ground. This was defined by Makkonen (1981) as how much ice which can forms 

on a freely rotating cylinder, and it has the unit kg/m. But, only having ice on the wind turbine blade will not 

generate ice throw, because the ice has to be removed in some way. The ice can stay at the wind turbine blade

because of the static friction force between the blade and the ice fragment. One way to decrease this force is 

to melt the ice. Therefore, the ice throw conditions have been defined as the temperature has to goes from 

below freezing to above freezing at the same moment as ice exists at the blades. This conditions will be 

known as ice throw events later on in this report. Another way to cause ice throw is that the ice fragments 

can be shaken away from the wind turbine blades by the momentum from a rotating blade. Ice fragments on 

a wind turbine at rest can also be removed by the wind, but because of lack of knowledge about that and the 

momentum, this study will only focus on the temperature dependent condition. 

6.4 Wind farm
With the ice throw conditions defined in chapter 6.3, the ice throw model was run for a wind farm with 60 

turbines. The input parameters that was needed to define the ice throw events were taken from the height 

level of 125 meters, i.e. the hub height. The model checked then if the temperature in the next time step was 

above freezing at the same moment as the ice load was larger than zero and the temperature was below 

freezing in the current one. When this was satisfied, 1000 ice fragments were separated from the wind 

turbine blade with randomly generated values of m, r and θ from the distributions mentioned in chapter 5. In 

the whole path of the trajectories, the position and velocity of the ice fragments were calculated in time steps 

of 0.2 seconds. The wind speed was recalculated in every time step with a piecewise linear interpolation of 

the wind speed at the closest two height levels. The landing positions were as in the sensitivity analysis in a 

coordinate system, in which x-downwind, y-lateral and z-height. To be able to compare the results from 

different wind directions and get their influences, a coordinate transformation was done from these 

coordinates to cardinal ones. The model then used a clockwise rotation where the input angle was the wind 

direction for each ice throw event, see appendix for more information about the transformation. This was 

also necessary, due to the terrain was in a cardinal grid and the model checked the terrain height [zg] for each 

time step, to be able to get when the ice fragment will hit the ground. Due to a horizontal resolution of the 

terrain of 50*50 meters, the model has to use a linear interpolation to get the terrain height in every time 

step. The output from the ice throw model was the landing position of the ice fragments in a cardinal grid, 

and wind direction and wind speed at 125 meters height for each ice throw event. 

To be able to get the probability that an ice fragment will land in a square of 1*1m, the model 

summed up all of the ice fragments which have landed in boxes of 10*10 meters over the whole grid. Later 

on, this number was divided by the total number of ice throws for each wind turbine. Because this value will 
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have the unit probability per 100 m² and per 1m² is a more SI adjusted unit, a division by 100 was done. 

Figure 14 shows the whole wind farm and its corresponding terrain profile as height curves for every

10 meters. The coordinates in Figure 14 were in a fictional cardinal grid with the unit meter, and the wind 

turbines are marked as blue squares. As this figure showed, the wind farm is located at a mountain with the 

steepest side to the south. The green square in Figure 14 shows the location of the wind turbine, where a 

more detailed analysis was done in chapter 6.5. This turbine will be called Turbine A later on in this report. 

Area 1, Area 2 and Area 3 were located at different parts of the wind farm, and their turbines will be 

analyzed more in chapter 6.6.

Figure 14. A map over the whole wind farm where the wind turbines are marked as blue squares. The height curves are 
shown as grey lines and is for every 10 meters. The green square shows the position of the wind turbine, where a more 
detailed analysis has been done (Turbine A), and the red areas are analysed more in chapter 6.6. 

6.5 Turbine A
The model ran with the larger number of 10000 ice throws per event for Turbine A to be able to get more 

detailed results than for n=1000. The number of ice throw events for this wind turbine was 29, and the total 

number of ice throws will then be 290000, which is in the same order of magnitude as in LeBlanc (2007).
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Figure 15. A more detailed map over the area around Turbine A, see Figure 14 for the location at wind farm. The 
position of the wind turbine is marked with a blue square. The gray lines show the height curves for every 5 meters and 
the different colors the probability that an ice fragment will land in a square of 1m² during conditions with ice throw. 
The wind turbine was located at a height of 390 meters above the sea level. 

The results in Figure 15 show that the highest probability that an ice fragment will land in a square of 1*1 m 

was to the northeast of the wind turbine. The probability is around 0.012 at a distance from the turbine of 

about 25 meters. A minimum value in the probability field is located directly to the southwest of the wind 

turbine, with a probability less than 0.001. The probability field also has a further extension in the northeast 

direction than in the southwest. Figure 16 shows that southwesterly winds are most common during ice 

throw events, with a part of 25% of all winds. This is the main reason why the higher probability is located to

the northeast. All wind directions between west and southeast have a part of 5 – 10 % of all winds, which 

cause the probability field to have its center to the northeast of the wind turbine. The wind directions from 

northwest to northeast have a part of less than 5% of all winds, and the winds from northeast – southeast did 

not exist at all during the ice throw events, see Figure 16. This caused the minimum in the probability field, 

which is located to the west of Turbine A, see Figure 15. Therefore, the correlation between the landing 

positions of the ice fragments and the wind directions is high.

Even if the most common wind direction for ice throw was from southwest, southeasterly winds 
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were the most common ones for the whole period 2012-04-30 – 2013-05-01, which Figure 17a shows. This 

means that southwesterly winds are the most favorable ones to generate the ice throw conditions assumed in 

chapter 6.3. Northeasterly winds can on the other hand be assumed to be unfavorable for ice throw, because 

they were common with a part of 10 % of the winds for the full year period and almost the same for the 

winter season, but they did almost not exist at all during ice throw events, see Figure 16 and Figure 17a and 

b.

The statistics from Table 10 shows that the average wind speed at 125 meters was higher during ice 

throw events than for the whole period. One reason is that the average wind speed is higher during the winter

season than the full year, which Table 10 shows. However, the average wind speed is also higher for ice 

throw events than the whole winter season. Table 11 shows that icing occurred for about 35% of the time 

period at 125 meters height for the site where Turbine A is located. However, ice throw only occurred at 0.8 

% of the time with icing. 

The terrain influences on the ice throw is as shown in Figure 15 not that large, because the 

probability field has not the furthest extension in the direction of the maximum downward slope (southeast), 

and due to the fact that the terrain differences is not larger than 10 meters in the closest 100 meter to the 

turbine. The largest height differences were as already mentioned to the southeast of the wind turbine, and in 

this direction, the throwing distance was not remarkable long. The highest terrain is to the west and the wind 

turbine is located at 390 meters above the sea level. One test simulation was also done, in which the model 

ran for Turbine A with a flat surface, and these results were similar to the one's in Figure 15.

Figure 16. A wind rose showing the wind speed and wind direction distribution for the ice throw events. The wind rose 
is based on the data for Turbine A and taken from 125 meters height above the surface.
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Figure 17 A wind rose showing the wind direction and their corresponding wind speed at all moments between 30-04-
2012 to 01-05-2013 with a time resolution of 1 hour, Figure 17a. A wind rose showing the wind direction and their 
corresponding wind speed at the winter season, Figure 17b. The wind speed and direction were for 125 meter above the 
surface and from Turbine A.

Table 10 The average wind speeds for the whole time period and the times when the ice throw condition occurred. 
These average wind speeds were for 125 meter height above the surface and from Turbine A. 

Time period Wind speed [m/s]

30-04-2012 – 01-05-2013 8.1

Winter season 8.6

Ice throw condition 10.6

Table 11 How often icing conditions occurred for Turbine A and how often ice throw occurred of the time with icing.

Portion [%]

Icing 34.5

Ice throw/Icing 0.8

6.6 Example areas
Ice throws from wind turbines located at three different areas in the wind farm have been investigated, and 

the results are shown in this part. The areas are located at different sides on the mountain and at different 

altitudes, which means that the meteorological conditions would be slightly different among the different 

areas. 

Area 1lies on the southwestern side of the mountain, and the wind turbines there would be the one's 

most exposed by the wind during ice throw conditions, due to the fact that southwesterly winds are common 

then, see Figure 19 for the wind direction and Figure 14 to where the area is located. The probability fields 

around the turbines in Area 1 are mostly located to the northeast and have a minimum value to the southwest,

see Figure 18. All 7 wind turbines in this area have similar probability fields of this type. Figure 19 shows 

that the wind direction was from southwest for around 25% of the ice throws. All wind directions except 

easterly occurred during ice throw events for this area, which might explain the southwest minimum in the 

probability fields.
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Figure 18. A more detailed map over the probability fields for the 7 wind turbines in Area 1. The wind turbines are 
marked by blue squares The gray lines shows the height curves for every 10 meters. The average height in this area is 
360 meters above the sea level. 

Figure 19 The wind speed and direction distribution for Area 1 during ice throw events. The wind data were taken from
the turbine located in the position north 2869m and east 2090m. The wind speed and direction were for 125 meters 
height above the surface.

Area 2 is located in the northeastern corner of the wind farm and at the northern side of the mountain. These 

turbines will lie on the leeward side of the mountain in the view of the most common wind direction during 

ice throw events, see Figure 14 for where this area is located. Also here, southwesterly winds were the most 

common ones during ice throw events, but their corresponding wind speed was lower than the one for Area 
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1, see Figure 21. The probability fields for the turbines in this area have an extension in all directions around 

the turbines, see Figure 20. The maximum probability of that an ice fragment will land in a square of 1 m² 

was also higher. But on the other hand, the sizes of the probability fields were smaller in this area compared 

with Area 1, which depends on the quite low wind speed here, which will generate quite short downwind ice 

throws. Many ice fragments will therefore land close to the wind turbine, which cause the higher 

probabilities. 

The three turbines located most to northeast in Area 2 have an average wind speed in the interval 

[0<z<300m] which is 1-2 m/s lower than for the other turbines in this area. This can be because these 

turbines are located most in lee of the mountain during the prevailing wind direction from southwest, since 

they both are located at the lowest altitude and on the leeward side. These wind turbines will therefore have 

smaller and more intense probability fields than the other turbines in Area 2. The lateral extension of these 

probability fields is still wide as for the others, because the rotational speed of the blade is constant for wind 

speeds above the cut in of 3 m/s. The wind direction was in 45 % of the ice throw events from southwest for 

Area 2, and around 5% from the other directions except for east and northeast, which did not exist during the

ice throw conditions.

Area 3 is located at the southeastern side of the wind farm and mountain. Due to a small mountain 

ridge to the south, these wind turbines might be on the leeward side for westerly and southwesterly winds, 

but not for the southern ones, see Figure 14. Figure 22 shows that the two turbines located most to the east 

have a dense and small probability field, probably because these are located at the lowest altitude and at 

leeward side of the mountain. However, the other turbines in Area 3 have a probability field located to the 

east of the wind turbine and a minimum probability value directly to the west. The other 5 turbines in Area 2 

have these shapes, but with different intensities and sizes of their probability fields. The southwesterly winds 

were also here the most common ones during ice throw, with a part of 22% of the winds. Southerly winds 

were also quite common with 12% of all winds, and as Area 1 and Area 2, did not ice throws occurred for 

easterly and northeasterly winds. This area also had the highest wind speed of 22 m/s for south – southeast 

winds, which is higher than the maximum for Area 1 and 2. These areas have as comparison a maximum 

wind speed of 18 m/s and 12m/s, see Figure 19 and Figure 21.  
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Figure 20 A more detailed map over the probability fields for the 4 wind turbines in Area 2. The turbines are marked by
blue squares. The gray lines shows the height curves for every 10 meters. The average height for this area is 280 meters.

Figure 21 The wind speed and direction distribution for Area 2 during ice throw events. The wind data is for the wind 
turbine located in the position north 6444m and east 8512m. The wind speed and direction was for 125 meter above the 
surface. 
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Figure 22 A more detailed map over the probability fields for the 7 wind turbines in Area 3. The turbines are marked by
blue squares. The gray lines are the height curves for every 10 meters. The average height in this area was 290 meters.

Figure 23 The wind speed and direction distributions for Area 3 during ice throw events. The wind speed and direction 
was for 125 meters above the surface and for the turbine located at north 3536m and east 8744m.

Table 12 shows that more ice throw events occurred on the southern side on the mountain than the northern 

one. This has to do with the fact that the southern side will be the windward one for the most common wind 

direction during ice throws for this site, which is southwest. The lowest number of ice throw events was for 
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Area 2 with 17 events and the highest number for Area 3 with 32 events. 

Table 12. The number of ice throw events for the Areas 1, 2,3, see Figure 14 for where these are located in the wind 
farm. This data is based on the same turbines as the wind was for each of the areas.

Area Number of ice throw event

1. 26

2. 17

3. 32
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7. Discussion
The results from the sensitivity analysis showed that parameters such as mass [m] and shape [CD] of the ice 

fragment and its separation position on the blade [r and θ] had a large influence on the throwing distance, 

both laterally and downwind. The wind speed [U] only affected the downwind distance, due to the U factor 

in the expression for the drag force, but its influence in this direction is large, since the ice fragment was 

thrown 200 meters longer for U=20 m/s than U=3 m/s. 

Biswas (2011) got similar results as this sensitivity analysis, but they got generally a longer 

downwind and a shorter lateral throwing distance. Their shorter lateral distance is most likely due to the fact 

that their wind turbine had 10 meters shorter blades and 30 meter lower hub height. The longer downwind 

distance in the Biswas study is due to a higher default wind speed of U=15 m/s was used compared with 

U=10 m/s in this study. They were also using different values of e.g. mass than this study. 

In this study, the cross sectional area depends on the mass, which was the main reason for the large 

differences in the throwing distances for different masses. The mass is proportional to A^(3/2) for the same 

ice density and shape, which means that the ratio A/m will increase when m becomes smaller. This would be 

the reason why the lighter ice fragments traveled further downwind compared to the heavier ones, see Figure

9. The Biswas study showed that the throwing distance will not be affected if only the mass was changed, i.e.

the area keeps constant. The terrain affected the throwing distance mostly in the downwind direction, 

because the trajectories of the ice fragment will bend downwind further in the path. The terrain is most 

critical for the flying ice fragment in the end of the trajectories and then, the motion is mostly along wind. 

The maximum magnitude of the throwing distance with the default settings was as shown in Figure 4

170 meters. As comparison, Collin (1998) got a maximum magnitude of the throwing distance of 150 meters.

Their throwing distance was slightly shorter probably due to the fact that they used a smaller wind turbine. 

Collin (1998) also has a part where the slingshot effect was included. The slingshot effect is when the ice 

fragments start to glide toward the tip of the blade on the leading edge, and then it can get an initial velocity 

vector consisting of both a tangential and a radial velocity component. However, the slingshot effect was not 

investigated in this study.

 When the lift force was included, the longest downwind ice throw was around 350 meters, which 

was almost three times longer than without. However, the conditions were here ideal everywhere during the 

ice throw, which meant a most favorable orientation of the ice fragment relative to air and an optimal angle 

of attack. In reality, the ice fragment would rotate and the angle of attack would then change to a less optimal

value. Due to these effects, the ice fragments would be thrown a shorter distance both downwind and lateral. 

However, Biswas (2011) did also a sensitivity analysis about the lift force and got fairly similar results as 

here with a maximum downwind distance of 300 meters. This was slightly shorter than here because their 

wind turbine was smaller.

Most of the results from the sensitivity analysis were presented in form of circular plots, and these 

showed that the ice fragments in general traveled slightly longer in the positive lateral direction than the 
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negative, e.g see Figure 5. This is due to the fact that the ice fragments separated at θ=315° were reaching the

farthest lateral distance, which was in the positive direction [y], see Figure 4. The farthest lateral throw in the

negative direction was for θ=90°. As Figure 2B shows, θ=315° have velocity components in both the 

horizontal and the positive z - direction, whereas θ=90° only have horizontal velocity components, which 

means that the ice fragments separated there will only decrease in height during their travel. This combined 

with a most favorable throw angle of θ=270 ° would cause more ice fragments to turn to the left than right in 

the real case study. This pattern can be seen in Figure 15, where the probability is more dense to the left of 

the most common wind direction of southwest. Similar connections can be seen for the probability fields 

around the turbines in Area 1, 2 and 3.

The relationship between the landing positions of the ice fragments and the wind directions was 

significant in the results from the real case study, see Figure18 and 19 for an example. That is not unexpected

because the wind turbines have to set the blades towards the wind. Due to a complex terrain in the wind 

farm, the meteorological conditions will vary between different parts, which caused the probability field to 

vary between different wind turbines. The wind farm was located at a mountain, which will have an 

influence on the meteorology at least in the boundary layer. The wind roses in the real case study show that 

ice throw was most common during southwesterly winds for all investigated places in the wind farm. The 

mountain sides to the west and south will then be the windward ones, whereas the north and east will be the 

leeward. Table 12 shows that ice throw conditions occurred almost twice as often on the southern side 

compared with the northern. This can be seen in analogy with the fact that mild air, which was necessary for 

the ice throw conditions, most often originates from the southern quadrants in northern Sweden. This was 

shown in a test where the wind direction was analyzed every time the temperature went from below to above 

freezing. Due to these facts about the wind direction, one solution to prevent ice throw would be to not build 

wind turbines on the side of the mountain, that is most often exposed by mild air. However, for this wind 

farm for an example, the annual average wind speed was about 2 m/s lower on the northern leeward side than

the southern windward. This due to the fact that the prevailing geostrophic wind direction in northern 

Sweden is from southwest (SMHI, 2013). The wind turbines on the northern side of this farm might therefore

risk to appear in a wind shadow area by the mountain and produce less energy.   

The number of ice throw events differ between different parts of the wind farm as Table 12 shows. 

For example, the number of ice throw events was almost twice as common on the southern side of the 

mountain (Area 1 and Area 2) than on the northern (Area 2.). This might depends on two main reasons, 

which are the prevailing wind direction during ice throw events and the altitude of the wind turbine. The 

connection between the number of ice throw events for Area 1,2 and 3, and their locations in the wind farm 

show that the influence between the prevailing wind directions during ice throw conditions and the number 

of ice throw events is large. Also the altitude of the wind turbines can have an influence on the number of ice

throw since a high altitude will be a benefit for in cloud icing. Of the investigated turbines, the one in Area 1 

was located at the highest altitude of 360 meters, but the number of ice throw events was not largest there. 

This was instead largest for the investigated turbine in Area 3 which was located at an altitude of 290 meters.
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The investigated turbine in Area 2 which was located at almost the same altitude of 280 meters as the turbine

in Area 3 has only half as many throw events. The small correlation between the altitude itself and the 

number of ice throw events can also be shown as the average temperature differences between the 

investigated turbine in Area 2 and 3 would normally be less than 1°C due to the dry adiabatic assumption, if 

the horizontal temperature differences are ignored. The mountainside can therefore be assumed to play a 

larger role than the altitude itself. However, it is most likely a combination between the mountain side and 

the altitude which has the largest influence, and therefore, it is important to take care of height too. 

The terrain influences on the number of ice throws and the winds can also be investigated for 

Turbine A, which was located at a relatively high altitude of 390 meters, which would be a benefit for in 

cloud icing. However, the terrain there was sloping upward in the southwest direction from the wind turbine, 

which might have caused some lee effect during the most favorable ice throw wind direction of southwest, 

see Figure 15 and 16. On the other hand, the southeasterly winds were the most common ones on both an 

annual basis and for the winter season, and these have a free way to the wind turbine. 

The most common wind direction from southeast for Turbine A was a surprise, since the prevailing 

wind direction in general for northern Sweden is from the southwest (SMHI, 2013). The reason can be due to

two main effects, it could either be caused by the terrain or by long time variations in the wind direction. 

During the winter 2012/2013, easterly winds were more common than normal for the whole Sweden, which 

can be seen in both statistics from SMHI and Figure 17b (SMHI 2013). Also the terrain can have some 

influence on the wind direction in the surface layer, due to friction from the surface and channeling effects. 

For Turbine A, the terrain slopes upward to the southwest, which might have decreased the speed a bit and 

turn the wind into another direction. Even if the prevailing wind direction during the period 2012-04-30 – 

2013-05-01 was southeasterly, most of the ice throws occurred during southwesterly winds, probably due to 

mild air intrusions. Of these two main effects, the long time variation in the wind direction is most likely the 

one with the largest influence.

 Even though the many events with easterly winds during the winter 2012/2013, it is still a minimum 

in the probability field to the west of Turbine (A), due to the gap of easterly winds during ice throw events. It

is interesting here that the Bothnian bay is located to the east of the wind farm, and an air mass with its origin

there would benefit icing on the wind turbines. This is because the Bothnian bay, before it freezes during 

winter times would be a source for mild and humid air. It is possible that the Bothnian bay has an influence 

on icing on the turbines at the site, but no correlation was found between it and the ice throw events during 

the period 2012-04-30 to 2013-05-01.

How the winter season 2012/2013 was in an icing perceptive is shown in Table 11, in which the ice 

load turb parameter was above 0.001kg/m for about 34% of the year. This means that icing was possible at 

the turbine blades that time during the winter 2012/2013.  If this is a normal value is difficult to say, but 

statistics from SMHI showed that the winter 2012/2013 certainly was warmer than normal in northern 

Sweden, which means more times with thaw condition and ice throw events if ice exists on the blades. But 

the winter season was also shorter due to the higher temperatures and due to these facts, the time with icing 
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and possible ice throw would be close to the normal value for Turbine A during the time period 2012-04-30 

to 2013-05-01.   

Even if the results from the sensitivity analyses show that the maximum throwing distance for a 0.5-

kg ice fragment was 250 meter downwind and 220 meters lateral, far from all ice fragments were thrown that

long. This because the separation positions and shapes of the ice fragments in reality were randomly 

generated, which made the throwing conditions less ideal. Figure 15 shows that further than 60 meters from 

the wind turbine, the probability is less than 0.001, which means that most of the ice fragments landed closer 

to the wind turbine. Only an area of about 50*50 meters has a probability higher than 0.005, and this is 

located to the northeast of the turbine. This area is also more extended in the lateral direction than the 

downwind, probably because the constant rotation speed, and therefore, the lateral distance is independent of

the wind speed.   

The probability was also a challenge to calculate, because it can be defined in several ways. Here the

probability was calculated by summing up all of the ice throws' landing positions in squares of 10*10 m and 

later on, this value was divided by the total number of ice throws for the wind turbine. To fix the unit, this 

value was divided by 100, but the probability will still be the same in boxes of 10*10 meters. This might be 

the reason why the densest probability for the two turbines located most to northeast in Area 2 for an 

example is in all directions around the wind turbines, despite the gap of easterly winds. Some tests were done

with a higher resolution in the probability, e.g. summing up all ice fragments' landing positions in squares of 

5*5meters, but this was given too much noise in the probability maps. Another way to define the probability 

would be for an example to normalize it with the time, and therefore be able to get the probability of be hit 

by an ice fragment for a person who is staying at a fixed position close to a wind turbine during one year. 

This way to express the probability was used by LeBlanc (2007), who also find a significant correlation 

between the wind direction and the landing positions of the ice fragments. Also Montgomerie (2014) 

expressed the probability in a way, in which the time was included, but the result from the Montgomerie 

study also showed that the highest probability to be hit by an ice fragment was on the eastern side of the 

wind turbine. This might be since his study used a Gaussian probability distribution for the wind direction, 

with the expected value of southwesterly winds. The wind profile was expressed in a slightly different way in

the Montgomerie study than here due to the fact that the power law was used instead of the logarithm there. 

However, these two methods to express the wind profile give quite small differences. Montgomerie also used

the assumption that only drag and gravity will work on the ice fragment after the separation from the blade.

To be able to validate the model, it is of importance to compare modeled result with measurement. 

As already mentioned, the only available field study was Cattin (2007). They did the study in the Swiss Alps,

where the meteorological conditions are different compared with northern Sweden. Most of the ice fragment 

was there found to the west – south of the wind turbine, but the prevailing wind direction during ice throw 

was from the northeast. That is because of a warmer climate due to a lower latitude, which means that icing 

is most common during cold winds from the north (Cattin et al, 2007). However, there is some significant 

correlation between the wind direction and the landing positions of the ice fragments in their field study. 
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One way to determine a safety area around a wind turbine should then be to include the wind 

direction, as that the area will lie in different direction during different winds. For a specific wind direction, 

the safety area would then only lie on the downwind side of the turbine and to 150 meter of each side 

laterally. 

7.1 Future development
There are some ways the ice throw model can be improved in, but to do this, more measurement about 

separation position and mass and shape of the ice fragment are needed. The results from the sensitivity 

analyses about the mass and shape shows that these parameters have a large influence on the throwing 

distance, and the same is for the separation position on the blade. With more measurement about these 

parameters, it would be easier to derive distributions based on physics due to better knowledge.

 Like earlier studies, this model also used the simplification to assume that the ice fragments not 

break into smaller pieces during their travel. In reality, it is possible that the ice fragments break up, and that 

would have some fairly influence on the throwing distance. Another improvement to the ice throw model is 

to include possible rotation of the ice fragment, but that needs more measurement about the shape. The ice 

throw conditions were also an assumption here, but ice throw can obviously also exist during other 

conditions. The wind can break the ice from the wind turbine and cause ice throw, and the same with the 

momentum caused by the rotation of the blades. However, the knowledge is to limited to assume reasonable 

ice throw conditions by these parameters. Studies have shown that ice on a wind turbine normally not stays 

there longer than 7 days Cattin (2012). In this study the input meteorology were only for one year, but due to 

long time variations in the meteorology, the result would be more significant if data from a longer time 

period was used.  
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8. Conclusion
To study ice throws from wind turbines a ballistic model was developed. The results from the sensitivity 
analyses and the real case study are sumarized here.

● The parameters mass (m) and shape (CD) of the ice fragment, its initial position of the blade (r) and the 
initial angle position of the blade (θ) have the largest influence on both the downwind (x) and lateral (y) 
throwing distance.

● The wind speed (U) has a large influence on only the downwind throwing distance where the difference 
between U=3 m/s and U=20 m/s was 200 meters. The maximum throwing distane for U=20 m/s was 240 
meter downwind the wind turbine.

● A maximum downwind throwing distance of 240 meter was achived for U=20m/s, r=,55m CD=1 and θ= 
45°. The maximum lateral one was 150 meter.

● There was a clear relation between the wind direction and the landing position of the ice fragment in the 
real case study. 

● For every wind turbine in the farm, ice throw was most common during winds from southwest.

● The local climate in the wind farm has a large influence on the ice throw among different turbines. 
Generally longer ice throws for the wind turbines on the southern part compared with the northern due to 
higher average wind speeds in the south. 
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Appendix

Coordinate transformation. 
The output from the ice throw model were the coordinates for the landing position of the ice fragment and 

the wind direction for each ice throw event. The landing positions were  in the Cartesian grid with the axis 

oriented as x – downwind, y lateral and z the height above the surface. To be able to compare the ice throws 

with the wind direction, a coordinate transformation to cardinal coordinates was necessary. This is done with 

the coordinate transformation matrix T for a counterclockwise rotation, shown in equation 20. (Nearing, 

2010) There is x and y the coordinates in the downwind lateral system and the angle φ is defined as equation 

21. 

T=(cos(ϕ) −sin (ϕ)

sin(ϕ) cos (ϕ) )  (20)

φ=90-(wind direction-180)  (21)

To get the new coordinates in a cardinal coordinate system the following formula was used:

( east
north)=T⋅( xy)

There east and north are the new coordinates in a cardinal grid. 
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